
Public Information Texts: Introduction

Public information texts often provide information about rights, the law or government services. These texts are
accessible on the Internet. 

We usually use public information texts to find specific information, such as how to get an Ontario driver’s licence,
how to apply for Canadian citizenship, or where the nearest employment insurance office is. Finding these texts
requires Internet research skills and scanning skills. Internet research involves:

• Using appropriate search terms in the search bar

• Limiting an Internet search 

• Reading search results

Scanning refers to looking through a text very quickly to find specific details. When looking for information online,
we scan Internet search results and website homepages to see if there is a link to the information we need. When
we find the text we are looking for, we use scanning skills to find the information within the text we need. We scan:

• the index of topics 

• the headings and sub-headings 

• the menu

1 Discuss the meanings of the words below. Then write the correct letter on each line to match the
words with their meanings. 

1. homepage a. A button that allows you to move back to the 
web page you previously viewed

2. search term b. The main web page for a website

3. search box d. One “page” of text or graphics viewed online

4. search results e. A word or phrase used to search for information 
on the Internet or within a website

5. limit an Internet search f. A collection of related web pages belonging to an 
organization or person

6. website g. A blank box on a website or a search engine that is 
used to enter (or type) search terms into 

7. scroll h. A list of links to web pages (often thousands) that 
are found by a search engine as a result of a search 

8. back i. Choosing and using search terms in a way that 
produces a shorter and more accurate list of 
search results

9. web page j. To move up and down a computer screen to view 
text that doesn’t fit on the screen
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